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1. Introduction
Coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM (CGCM) provides the

most powerful tool to reproduce, understand and project

main features of climate change. It is necessary scheme for

research interaction between atmosphere and ocean.

However, the great expense of running CGCM has been hes-

itated of development by limiting the number of calculations

and by prohibiting the use of the reasonable resolution for

satisfying physical requirements. The Earth Simulator (ES)

makes it possible to carry out the huge scale simulation. Our
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Parallel optimization of CFES

Inplementation of sea-ice component on OFES 
Computational optomization of sea-ice component
Validation of OFES with sea-ice component

Progress of river runoff and models
Improvement of interpolation schemes

Arrangement of manuals for users

For T106, T319 resolution cases of CFES
long time scale integration, phyisical validation

For T639 resolution cases of CFES

Physical Validation

long time scale integration, phyisical validation

Multi-process programming & implementation

Table 1 Annual schedule for developing CFES
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objective here is to develop a coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea

ice model for the Earth Simulator (CFES), which can carry

out century time integration with high resolution within rea-

sonable turnaround.

CFES is composed of ocean general circulation model

for the Earth Simulator (OFES) with sea-ice model and

atmospheric general circulation model for the Earth

Simulator (AFES). Both of component models have been

optimized for computational performance to be run on the

ES. CFES has been designed so that computational efficien-

cy of each component is employed in the maximum on the

ES. From a physical viewpoint, coupling mechanism

remains still unclear. Therefore, interface between atmos-

phere and ocean should be modeled and implemented taken

into account to maintain a self consistent representation. To

remove causative artificial factor of the inconsistent through

sequential coupling scheme, CFES has been developed so

that individual component can run in parallel with fully par-

allelized coupling scheme.

This project has been promoted with annual schedule as

shown in Table 1. All of the tasks have been finished on the

schedule, which included introduction of sea-ice component,

extension of coupling scheme for any longitude-latitude grid

systems and modification of run-off model. Environments for

executions by using CFES and manuals for users have been

ready for use. In this report, summary of the progress on

developing CFES in FY2002 is described. In section 2, char-

acteristics of CFES are presented, especially, regarding as

coupling scheme and computational performance. Short sum-

mary of validation results for CFES is shown in section 3.

2. Characteristics and computational performance
of CFES

2.1. Coupling interface

In coupling frame work, AFES and OFES components are

linked for exchanging physical parameters such as heat flux,

fresh water flux, and momentum flux, without flux correc-

tion. Ordinarily, each component was coupled with simple

serial scheme, as shown in Fig.1(a), so that it does not allow

us to model a self consistent interaction between air and sea.

In CFES, parallelized structure of CFES was adopted by

assigning separate groups of nodes to AFES and OFES. At

the same time, interface for coupling was also parallelized

and distributed. This framework enables us to archive by

Fig. 1  Structure of coupling interface between atmospheric and ocean GCMs.
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Fig. 2  Residual estimation between AFES component with T106 and OFES component with half of T106 resolution. (a): Three hours averaged

heat flux distribution data from AFES component, which was used as input data before interpolation, (b): data obtained from OFES compo-

nent after interpolation, and (c) shows residual between AFES (a) and OFES (b). Residual was converted on AFES grid system.
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allowing concurrent execution for exchanging data between

AFES and OFES. This entails executing all components

from time (t) to (t+1) at the same time as shown in Fig.1(b).

From results of implementation, CFES could remove one of

causes of the drift due to order of execution. Distributed data

exchange implementation of coupling has also achieved

reduction of communication costs.

In coupling interface, total amount of physical value trans-

formed from AFES to OFES component has to be conserved.

After one step interpolation for heat flux, residual of total sum

of heat flux was within 2.48D-10% in cases that the number

of grids in OFES component was divided into two times of

AFES component with T106 resolution, as shown in Fig.2.

Along the east coast of North American continent, error

shows maximum value due to steep distribution of heat flux.

Further modification and progress were made, for exam-

ple, improvement of calculation of radiation on mosaic grids

that contains atmospheric and oceanic attribution, extended

interpolation schemes to conserve physical value, introduc-

tion of river-runoff model, although details of those results

were not described in this report due to limited space.

2.2. Computational performance

The target resolutions of AFES/OFES components are

T106, T319 and T639 for horizontal. For vertical levels,

AFES/OFES components have 48/37 levels, respectively. In

this report, results from CFES with T639 and T319 for hori-

zontal with 1-2-1 filtering in the polar region (85°N-90°N,

85°S-90°S) are presented. For polar region of ocean part,

micro tasking was introduced to avoid load imbalance

between nodes of polar region and others. 

Fig.3(a) shows parallel performance of CFES with T319

(about 40km) under condition that 11 nodes were fixed for

OFES component. It takes about 1.0 CPU hour for 30 days

integration on 171 nodes of ES that include 160 nodes for

AFES component and 11 nodes for OFES component.

Fig.3(b) presents computational performance for T639 (about

20km) horizontal resolution cases. In the best performance

case of T639, 381 nodes were used for estimation of parallel

efficiency, which include 320 nodes for atmosphere compo-

nent and 61 nodes for ocean component. For both cases of

T319 and T639, rate of parallelism have reached 99.99%.

Especially, for the case of T639, performance corresponds to

32.64% of theoretical peak performance 24.38 Tflops has

been achieved on 381 nodes of the ES. The sustained per-

formance of 7.93 Tflops was achieved for CFES with T639

resolution by utilizing 381 nodes. From the results of 10 days

integration by using CFES with T639 horizontal resolution, it

takes 2088.70 seconds as elapsed time which includes cost

for I/O procedures. Therefore, it is estimated that 1 year inte-

gration for T639 resolution cases requires about 21.2 CPU

hours by using 381 nodes of the ES.

Fig. 3  Parallel performance of CFES.
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(a) observed data. (World Ocean Atlas '98) (b) results from CFES.

Fig. 5  Annual mean distribution of sea surface salinity.

Fig. 6  Annual mean of vertical distribution of temperature. 

(a) observed data. (World Ocean Atlas '98) (b) results from CFES.

(a) observed data. (World Ocean Atlas '98) (b) results from CFES.

Fig. 4  Annual mean distribution of sea surface temperature. (a) show observational data from WOA98, and (b) present results

from CFES with T106 horizontal resolution.

3. Summary of validation for CFES
We show preliminary results of CFES with T106 after three

years integration on the ES. Fig.4 and Fig.5 present annual mean

distribution of sea surface temperature and sea surface salinity,

respectively. Although integration term is too short to validate its

physical performance, those distributions are reasonable compar-

ing with observed data. In Figure 6, vertical distribu-

tion of temperature on equator band between 2 degree

of North and 2 degree of South is showed. Those dis-

tributions are also acceptable at present state. For

details of results, several informal reports in the Earth

Simulator Center are introduced as references. 
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